
Electrostatics

Ben Franklin, 1750 “Kite Experiment” – link 
between lightening and sparks

“electrical” fire from the clouds

Greeks noticed when they rubbed things against amber an invisible force 
of attraction occurred.  

Greek word for amber is elektron, which today represents the word 
“electrical”



Electrostatics
 Study of electrical charges that can be 

collected and held in one place 
 Energy at rest- nonmoving electric charge
 Involves: 1) electric charges, 2) forces between, & 

3) their behavior in material
 An object that exhibits electrical interaction 

after rubbing is said to be charged
 Static electricity- electricity caused by 

friction
 Charged objects will eventually return to their 

neutral state 



Electric Charge
“Charge” is a property of subatomic
particles.

Facts about charge:
 There are 2 types: positive (protons) and 

negative (electrons)
 Matter contains both types of charge ( + & -) 

occur in pairs, friction separates the two
 LIKE charges REPEL and OPPOSITE 

charges ATTRACT
 Charges are symbolic of fluids in that they 

can be in 2 states: STATIC or DYNAMIC.



Microscopic View of Charge
 Electrical charges exist w/in atoms
 1890, J.J. Thomson discovered the light, 

negatively charged particles of matter- Electrons
 1909-1911 Ernest Rutherford, discovered atoms 

have a massive, positively charged center-
Nucleus

 Positive nucleus balances out the negative 
electrons to make atom neutral

 Can remove electrons w/addition of energy, make 
atom positively charged or add to make them 
negatively charged ( called Ions) (+ cations) 
(- anions)



Triboelectric Series
 Ranks materials according to

their tendency to give up their 
electrons

 Material exchange electrons by 
the process of rubbing two objects



Electric Charge – The specifics

Some important constants:

•The symbol for CHARGE is “q”
•The SI unit is the COULOMB(C), 
named after Charles Coulomb
•If we are talking about a SINGLE 
charged particle such as 1 electron or 
1 proton we are referring to an 
ELEMENTARY charge and often use, 
e , to symbolize this.

Particle Charge Mass

Proton +1.6x10-19 C 1.67 x10-27 kg

Electron -1.6x10-19 C 9.11 x10-31 kg

Neutron 0 1.67 x10-27 kg

1 C = to the charge of 6.25 x 1018 electrons or 
about = to charge going through a 100 W light bulb in 1 sec.



Charge is “CONSERVED”

Charge(electrons) 
cannot be created or 
destroyed only 
transferred from one 
object to another. 
Even though these 2 
charges attract initially, 
they repel after 
touching. Notice the 
NET charge stays the 
same.



Conductors and Insulators
The movement of charge is limited by the substance 
the charge is trying to pass through. There are 
generally 2 types of substances:

Conductors: Allow charge to move readily though it, 
charges placed on it will spread over entire surface 
(electrons free to roam)

Insulators: Restrict the movement of the charge, 
charges placed on it will remain where placed 
(electrons tightly bound to nucleus)

Conductor = Copper Wire
Insulator = Plastic sheath

Ex. Conductors = metals, plasma, graphite
Ex. Insulators= plastic, wood, glass, cloth, dry air



Charging and Discharging

There are basically 3 
ways you can charge or 
discharge something.

1. Friction (rubbing)
2. Induction
3. Conduction

“BIONIC is the first-ever ionic formula 
mascara. The primary ingredient in 
BIONIC is a chain molecule with a 
positive charge. The friction caused by 
sweeping the mascara brush across 
lashes causes a negative charge. Since 
opposites attract, the positively charged 
formula adheres to the negatively 
charged lashes for a dramatic effect that 
lasts all day.” 



Induction and Grounding
Charging  something via INDUCTION 
requires NO PHYSICAL CONTACT.

We bring a negatively charged rod near a neutral sphere. The 
protons in the sphere localize near the rod, while the electrons 
are repelled to the other side of the sphere. A wire can then be 
brought in contact with the negative side and allowed to touch 
the GROUND. The electrons will always move towards a more 
massive objects to increase separation from other electrons, 
leaving a NET positive sphere behind. 



Charging

 By conduction- charging a neutral body by 
touching it with a charged body

 By induction- charged object first brought 
nearby, causing a separation of charges. 
Then the object to be charged is separated 
trapping the opposite charges



Electrical Force
 Electrical force acts over a distance
 Charges exert force on other charges over a 

distance
 Force is stronger when charges are closer 

together
 Electroscope- device used for detecting 

electrical charges
 Can charge objects by conduction 

and induction



Electric Force
The electric force between 2 objects is symbolic of 
the gravitational force between 2 objects. RECALL:
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Coulomb’s Law

 1785 French Physicist, Charles Coulomb
 The magnitude of the force between q1 and 

charge q2, separated by a distance r, is 
proportional to the magnitude of the charges 
and inversely proportional to the square of 
the distance

 Fe =  k q1q2
d2

 k= 8.988 x 109 N-m2/C2



Example

Calculate the separation distance between a 12 C 
charge and a 6 C charge is the electric force 
between them is 136.5 N
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68,900.31 m



What if you have MORE than 2 charges?
Electric Forces are vectors, thus all rules 
applying to vectors must be followed.

Consider three point charges, q1 = 6.00 x10-9 C (located at the origin),q3 = 
5.00x10-9 C, and q2 = -2.00x10-9 C, located at the corners of a RIGHT triangle. 
q2 is located at y= 3 m while q3 is located 4m to the right of q2. Find the 
resultant force on q3.

q1

q2 q3

3m

4m

5m

q3

Which way does q2 push q3?
Which way does q1 push q3?

Fon 3 due to 2

Fon 3 due to 1



 = 37

= tan-1(3/4)



Example Cont’
This image cannot currently be displayed.
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 = 37
= tan-1(3/4)

5.62 x10-9 N

1.08x10-8 N

F3,1cos37

F3,1sin37

8.63 x10-9 N

6.50 x10-8 N
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  99 1062.51063.8 xxFx 3.01 x 10-9 N



Example Cont’
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Electric Fields
 Region surrounding charged particles, 
 vector quantity that relates force exerted on a charge to 

size of the charge
 Strength decreases as distance of particles 

increases 
 Electric Field (E = F on q/q)
 F depends on direction of field and sign of charge

 Direction of field is the direction of the force on the 
positive charge

 Units is in Newton/Coulomb (N/C)
 Arrows can be used to represent size and 

direction of the electric field



Electric Fields- Field Lines a “Model”
 Electric Field Lines – are lines that show 

direction of the field at any point is the tangent 
drawn to the field line at that point (always leave 
a positive charge & enter a negative charge)
 Strength is indicated by spacing of lines (strong = 

close together and weak = far apart)
 Exist in three dimensions
 Near positive charge the lines point outward radially
 Near negative charge the lines point inward radially
 When have two or more charges, field is the vector 

sum of the fields resulting from individual charges 
(become curved an more complex)



Applications of Electric Fields
 Work has to be done to pull on charge away from 

another charge
 Work is stored as potential energy, larger the 

charge the greater the increase in its potential
 Electric Potential Difference work done moving 

a charge in a electrical field divided by its charge 
(if F & q same direction, w= + then ∆V= +, if 
opposite get – result)
 ∆V = W on q/ q
 Unit is the volt (J/C)
 Not depend on path but on the positions
 Far apart increase ∆V, closer together reduce ∆V



Applications of Electric Fields Cont.
 Equipotential – when the electrical potential 

difference between two or positions equals zero
 Only differences in electrical potential can be 

measured ∆V= Vb – Va, can use a voltmeter to 
measure

 Electrical potential decrease as move farther 
apart



Electrical Potential in Uniform Field
 Can make uniform force field by placing two 

large flat conducting plates parallel to each 
other
 One plate is positively charged and the other is 

negatively charged
 Field is constant, except at edges
 Electrical Potential Difference (Uniform Field)
 ∆V = Ed ( E= uniform field, d= distance)
 Electrical potential increases in opposite the electric 

field
 Electric potential is higher near positive plate



Millikan’s Oil Drop Experiment
 Application of uniform electric field
 Robert A. Millikan, American Physicist, in 

1909 measured the charge of an electron
 1.60 x 10-19 C

 Oil Drop Experiment
 Showed that charge is quantized
 Object can have only a charge with a size that is 

some multiple of the charge of an electron



Sharing of Charges
 Charges will move in conductors until the electric 

potential is the same everywhere on the 
conductor (will reach equilibrium, net force = 0)
 A charged sphere will share its charge equally with an 

neutral sphere of equal size
 A charged sphere will give most of its charge to a 

larger sphere (more surface area to spread charges)
 Charged objects can have their excess charge 

removed by touching it to Earth, or an object 
touching Earth, called Grounding
 Think of Earth as a very large sphere



Electric Fields Near Conductors

 Charges on a conductor are spread as far 
apart as they can be to make the energy of 
the system as low as possible

 A solid conductor, all charges are on the 
surface of a conductor

 A hollow conductor, excess charges will 
move to outer surface shielding the inside 
from electric fields (ex. people inside a car 
are protected from the electric fields 
generated by lightning)



Storing Charges: “The Capacitor”
 Possible to store energy in an electric field
 1746, Dutch Physicist Pieter Van Musschenbroek 

invented a device that could store a large electric charge  
(Leyden Jar)

 Ben Franklin used it to store charge from
lightning

 Today we have smaller one called the capacitor
 Capacitance- C, is ratio of the charge stored to the 

electrical potential difference, C = q/∆V
 Different capacitors are designed with specific 

capacitance
 Made of two conductors, separated by an insulator
 Conductors have equal but opposite charges



Storing Charges: “The Capacitor”

 Capacitance is measured in farads, F 
 Named after Michael Faraday
 One farad is one coulomb per volt (C/V)
 Capacitors range from 10 picofarads (10-12 F) and 

500 microfarads (500 x 10-6 F)
 If charge is increases, the electrical potential 

difference also increases
 Capacitance depends only on the construction 

of the capacitor, not the charge, q


